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THE DUAL OF THE BERGMAN SPACE A1 IN SYMMETRIC

SIEGEL DOMAINS OF TYPE II

DAVID BEKOLLE

Abstract. An affirmative answer is given to the following conjecture of R. Coifman

and R. Rochberg: in any symmetric Siegel domain of type II, the dual of the

Bergman space A[ coincides with the Bloch space of holomorphic functions and can

be realized as the Bergman projection of Lx.

Let D be a symmetric Siegel domain of type II; let v denote the Lebesgue

measure in D and H(D) the space of holomorphic functions in D. The Bergman

space Ap(D),0 < p < oo, is defined by AP(D) = H(D) n Lp(dv).

In the one-dimensional case, D = Il+= {z e C: Imz > 0}, R. Coifman and R.

Rochberg [4] gave a proof of the following fact: the dual of the Bergman space

Al(n + ) coincides with the Bloch space of holomorphic functions and can be realized

as the Bergman projection of Lx. Then, these authors conjectured that this char-

acterization of the dual of A1 should hold in any symmetric Siegel domain of type II.

In [1] (resp. [2 and 3]), an affirmative answer to this conjecture was given in the

particular case of the Cayley transform of the unit ball in C", n > 1, defined by

{(Z[, z') g C X C""1: lmzx > |z'|2} (resp. in the tube R" + 1 + iT, n > 1, over the

spherical cone T defined in R"+1 by

T= {U.^^.-jJer^w,-^-y2>0,yo>0}).

The purpose of this paper is to prove the Coifman-Rochberg conjecture in the

general case of any symmetric Siegel domain of type II.

We shall denote by B(Ç, z) the Bergman kernel of such a domain D. When r is a

strictly positive integer, S. G. Gindikin [5] defined a differential operator 3>r in D

that satisfies the property

(2r)lB(X,z) = CrB1^r(t,z),        f, zG/).

The Bloch space 3êr corresponding to the integer r is defined in terms of that

operator S¿r. A holomorphic function g in D is said to be a Bloch function when it

satisfies the estimate

Snp {\9rg(z)\B~r(z,z)}  <   +00.
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Denote by JT the subspace of H(D) consisting of those functions satisfying

S¿rg = 0; the Bloch space 38 r is defined as the quotient space {Bloch functions}/jV.

In view of the proof of the Coifman-Rochberg conjecture, let us recall at once

that, unlike the bounded domains, the Bergman kernel ß(f, z) of D is not integrable

with respect to z because of its bad behaviour when z tends to infinity.

In the first chapter of this paper, we use S. G. Gindikin's general theory [5] to

characterize those integers r for which the function z >-> 51 + r(f, z) belongs to

L1(D), f g D; also enclosed in this chapter are some results that will be useful later.

In the second chapter, we prove that when r is sufficiently large, the dual of A1

coincides with the Bloch space 3âr. More precisely, let L be a bounded linear

functional on Al('D); by the Hahn-Banach theorem, there exists a bounded function

b in D such that for any/ in A1(D), the following equality holds: /(/) = JDbfdv.

We associate with b the holomorphic function G defined in D by

G(n=ÇA B^\l,z)b(z)dv(z);

this function G possesses the following two properties:

1° snp{\G(l)\B-\l,l)) < +oo;

2° L(f)=i G(l)f(l)B-\l,l)dv(l)

for any/ in A\D).

Since it is well known (cf. [7]) that the differential equation 3rg = G in D

possesses holomorphic solutions, we then conclude that L can be represented by the

element g of 38 r consisting of all the holomorphic solutions to this equation.

In the third chapter, we denote by P the operator that assigns to a bounded

function b the above-defined element g of the Bloch space 38r, and we call it

"Bergman projection" of U° into 38 r for the following reason: although P is not the

integral operator & associated with the Bergman kernel B($, z) of D, which has no

meaning on L00, we shall prove that for any function b in (L2 n LX)(D), the

element Pb of 38r can be represented by the holomorphic function 3Ab. Moreover,

we prove that / defines a bounded operator from L°° onto 38 r, and, consequently,

the dual of AX(D) (which coincides with the Bloch space 38r) can be realized as the

Bergman projection of L°°.

Finally, as usual, the same letter C will denote constants that may be different

from each other.

The author wishes to express his sincere thanks to A. Bonami and R. Coifman for

their valuable advice.

I. Preliminary results about the Bergman kernel

1. The canonical decomposition of the domain. Let V denote an affine-homoge-

neous cone in R", which contains no straight line; we first recall the canonical

decomposition of V as settled in [5].
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Notations, (i) At the jth step, j = 1, 2,..., the real line R will be denoted by

Rl/:/ and at the kth step, k = 2, 3,..., R"kk will denote the «¿-dimensional euclidean

space R"*.

(ii) Let / denote the real Siegel domain

P= {(y,t)& R°X RT: y-y(t,t)e T)

where T c  R" is an affine-homogeneous cone which contains no straight line and tp

is a T-bilinear symmetric form defined in RT; we shall denote by V(P) the cone

HP) = {(y^t,r) g R° x RT X R: r > 0and(.yr,i) g P).

In order to obtain the canonical decomposition of the cone V, we consider at the

first step the cone Vw = (0, oo) c R\x.

At the second step, we associate with the cone V(1) and with a F(1)-bilinear

symmetric form F(2) defined in R"22 a real Siegel domain P<2) contained in R^ X R"22

and the cone

r/<2> = V(Pm) c R\x X R'J X R1^.

At the third step, we associate with the cone K<2> and with a F(2)-bilinear

symmetric form F(3) defined in R"> a real Siegel domain P(3) contained in R^ X R'22

X R'22 X R'^' and the cone

yO) = y(pO)) c R\j X R"22 X R22 X R"3> X R\3.

And so on, at the z'th step, we associate with the cone F(,-1) and with a

K('_1)-bilinear symmetric form /(/) defined in R"- a real Siegel domain /(,) and the

coneK("= K(P(").

It follows from results in [5] that every affine-homogeneous cone V, which

contains no straight line, can be decomposed in the form V = K(,) (up to an affine

isomorphism). The required number of steps to obtain V in this form is called the

rank / of the cone V (V = F(/)). This yields the following decomposition of the

space R" containing V:

i

R" = R\x X ■ ■ ■ XR\, X R"2 X ■ ■ ■ XR%        n = / + £ «,.
7 = 2

Now, let /•jp', 1 < /' <j < /, denote the projection of the K0_1)-bilinear symmet-

ric form /(v) on the real line R1,,, and let R"y denote the /7,y-dimensional subspace of

R"' where the form F,J7) is positive definite; then the decomposition R"' = Y\{Z\ R"'/

holds.

We recall next that the cone V is self-conjugate if and only if the integers n¡¡,

1 < i < j < /, are equal among themselves. In that case, when x,, denotes the

projection of x g R" on R"y, the cone V is self-conjugate with respect to the scalar

product

'    (x  x' )
(x,x') =  I ^-^ +      E      x,jx'u,        x, X' G R".

/ -1 !<''?./</
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Thus, in order that the cone V c R" of rank / be self-conjugate, we shall assume

that n — I is a multiple in N of /(/ - l)/2 and that all the «,/s, 1 < j <j < /, are

equal to p = 2(n - /)//(/- 1).

We shall also assume that the vectors in the subspaces Rf. are represented by their

coordinates with respect to bases satisfying the following property: for any X, in

R"', one has the equality Fi(/)(Xj,X/) = ||X,7||2, where || • || denotes the euclidean

norm in Rf..

Furthermore, let F^k\ 1 < / <j < k < /, denote the projection of the V(k~1]-

bilinear symmetric form F{k) on Rf.; the homogeneity assumption on the cone V

implies that the form FA*' is concentrated on Rpk X Rpjk.

Now, let D c C" X C^ denote a symmetric Siegel domain of type II, associated

to the cone V and to the F-Hermitian form F. We next describe the canonical

decomposition of the space C" X CNcontaining D.

First, the decomposition

r" = n r1,, x n r?a
7 = 1 l=s/<A</

given above yields in a natural way the decomposition

c = n c],. x n cj
7 = 1 !</<*</

Secondly, let F¡¡ denote the projection of the form F on the complex plane Cjy,

and let Cp denote the ^-dimensional subspace of C*' where the form F,, is positive

definite; the decomposition C^ = iTj_i Cp holds, and the canonical decomposition

of the space C" X CNcontaining D is given by

c- x c» = n cjj x n c/4 x n ^
7=1 1 <7 < k < / / = 1

Moreover, with respect to its canonical form, the cone V can be described in the

following quantitative manner. Let À be a point of V and let X , j = 2,...,l,

denote the projection of X on R"<; there exists an automorphism (in the transitive

group of V given in [5]) that assigns to À a point X of F satisfying Xy = 0, for every

j = 2./. Such an automorphism can be built in / - 1 stages: a first automor-

phism maps X to X(1) g V satisfying \{1) = 0, a second one takes X(1) to X<2) g V

satisfying X(,21, = X(;2) = 0,..., and finally, the (/ - l)th automorphism assigns to

X"-2) satisfying X(3'~2) = • ■ • = X(/"2) = 0 the point X(/_1) = X. More explicitly, the

points X<m), m = 0,1,...,/- 1, of V are given by the following recurrence formulas

(formulas (1.26), (1.27) in [5]): X<0) = X,

pa-nDÍUm)      Um)   )

A/-m,/-m

Now, set X/(A) = ^jj~J)'< me cone v 1% defined by the / inequalities Xj(^) > 0'

/ = 1.2./ (formula (1.25) in [5]).
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Furthermore, let us recall that the functions XjW can also De obtained in the

following way. The transitive group G(V) of the cone V, defined in [5], is repre-

sented by / X / triangular matrices, and the automorphism / g G(V) that assigns X

to X is a triangular matrix of G(V) whose diagonal elements are all equal to 1. On

the other hand, let e denote the point of V c ITj=1 R1^ X n'_2 R"/ whose coordi-

nates are ejJ = 1 and ek = 0 for j = \,. ..,1 and k = 2,..., I; then for any X in V,

there exists in G(V) a unique matrix g such that g(e) = X and g"1 is the product of

/ by a diagonal matrix. Hence, the matrix g can be written as the product g = td of

a diagonal matrix d of G(V) by a triangular matrix / of G(V) whose diagonal

elements are all equal to 1; the point X and the functions xy(A) are tnen given by

the formulas X = d(e) and \j(\) = dj* where d} is the y'th diagonal element of d.

Finally, let us recall that the self-conjugate cone V can also be defined by the /

functions x*(X)tnat generally define the dual cone V* of V. Those functions x*(M

are given as follows.

Let G*(V) denote the adjoint group of G(V) with respect to the scalar product

( , ); the group G*(V) acts transitively on V* = V and for any X in V* = V, there

exists a unique automorphism g* in G*(V) satisfying g*(e) = X. The group G*(V)

can also be represented by triangular matrices, and the matrix g* can be uniquely

written in G*(V) as the product g* = t*d* of a diagonal matrix d* by a triangular

matrix t* whose diagonal elements are all equal to 1. The functions x*(^) are then

given by x*(^) = à*, where d* is the jth diagonal element of d*.

We shall carry the following notations: for any vector p = (px,..., p,) in R1, we

set

Ap=n(x,(A)r and (x*r=n(x*(x))p<.
/-i 7=i

2. The Bergman kernel. Let n and / be two integers satisfying 1 </<«,«> 1,

and such that /(/ - l)/2 divides n - I in N. By V we shall denote an affine-homo-

geneous, self-conjugate cone of rank / in R", and we shall assume that the cone V is

irreducible: this implies that 1 < I < n.

We therefore exclude the case n = / = 1, where the cone V is the positive real

half-line and its associated Siegel domains, that are Cayley transforms of balls, were

studied in [1].

Let D denote a symmetric Siegel domain of type II contained in C" X C",

associated to the cone V and to the F-Hermitian form / defined in C^; the space

C " X C N containing D will be considered in its canonical form

c=nc;,xn <#,
7=1 A=2

c'" = nc   P = 2("-/)

/
c" = n c;<-

7 = 1
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We shall denote by q the vector of N' whose coordinates are q¡, j = 1,..., /, and

we shall denote by d and m the vectors of R' whose respective coordinates are

</,= -(1 + p(l-\)/2),mJ=p(j-\).

It then follows from results in [5] that the Bergman kernel B($, z) of D has the

following two expressions:

Proposition 1.2.1. The Bergman kernel B(Ç, z) of D is given by the formulas

m    ,«,,)-«(i£ui±*-ftt,.„)p

(2) - c'|exp(-(A, i^i + 1±Z _ F(i-2,22)>)(X*)-'*«¿X,

w/ieve ? = (| + z'tj, £2) ¿z«í/z = (,x + (y, z2) are two points ofD c C" X C^.

Subsequently, we shall carry the following notations:

(i) let p = (pj,..., p¡) and p' = (p'x,..., p)) be two vectors in R'; we shall write

P > p' whenever py > py' for every j = 1,...,/; we shall also set

PP' = (PiP'i,---,PiP'i)   and    p/p' = (pl/p'1,...,p,/p'l),

when none of the p-'s, j = 1,...,/, is zero;

(ii) for any two points f = (£ + it], f2) and z = (x + iy, z2) in D c C" X C", we

let /?p(z, z) and B1 + P(Ç, z) denote the expressions

B"(z,z) = cp{y-F(z2,z2)fJ-^

and

Äi+p(f,z) = c;(i^ + l±il-Fa2,z2))

We will use the following lemma, due to S. G. Gindikin [5]:

Lemma 1.2.1. A holomorphic function G in D belongs to A2(D) if and only if it can

be expressed in the form

G(z)= f g(X,z2)exp(i(X,Zl))dX,
Jy

for any z = (zx,z2)  in ß c C" X C",  where the function g(X,z2)  satisfies the

following properties:

(i) the function z2 -> g(X,z2) is entire in CN;

(ii) the integral

f   f    \g(X,z2)\2exp(-2(X,F(z2,z2)))(X*)Jdv(z2)dX

converges and is equal to cfD |G(z)|2 dv(z).

We state another lemma of Gindikin [5]:

Lemma 1.2.2. For any vector p in R1 such that p > m/2 and for any z in C" such

that Re z G V, we have

[ exp(-(z,X))(X*r + ddX = cp(zr.
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Our next purpose is to prove the following estimate for the Bergman kernel:

Lemma 1.2.3. For any f in D, the kernel B1+a(Ç, z), a G R, belongs to Ll(dv(z)) if

and only if (-2d + q)a > m/2; in that case,

(\B1+a(lz)\dv{z) = caBa{ï,t).
JD

Proof. Because of the homogeneity of the domain D, it suffices to prove the

lemma for f = (ie,0) g D c C" X C", where e is the point of V c UIJ=X R/7 X

ill < ,< a </ R/A whose components are e/y = 1 for j = 1,..., / and ejk = 0 when

J <k.

Take then f = (/e,0). The assumption (-2d + q)a > m/2 yields the inequality

-[2d — q + (2d — q)a]/2 > m/2; now, in view of Proposition 1.2.1 and Lemma

1.2.2, B{1 +a)/2(l, z) can be written.

ß,...,/=(f,2).c.(_i- + l±2)l"-«""-«'*,/S

-4«p(-(x,-i+^))(x-r<-—«:
Next, the Plancherel formula given in Lemma 1.2.1 yields

/  \B1+^,z)\dv(z) = caf exp(-(X,e))(X*)J+^-2J+«)a
J I-, Jy

■[j^exp{-2{X,F(z2,z2)))dv(z2)^dX.

Let us show that the right-hand side of this last equality converges if (-2d + q)a

> m/2. We first integrate with respect to z2; the following lemma is proved in [5]:

Lemma 1.2.4. The integral

I    exp(-(e, F(u,u))) dv(u)
JCN

is convergent.

In view of lemma 1.2.4 and of the homogeneity of the cone V, we get

/    exp(-2<A, F(z2, z2)>) dv(z2) = c(X*y";

hence,

(3) [\B1+a((ie,0),z)\dv(z) = ca( exp(-(X,e))(X*)J+i-2J+cl)adX.
J d Jy

It then follows from Lemma 1.2.2 that B1 + a((ie,0), z) belongs to L1(dv(z)) when

(-2d + q)a > m/2.

Conversely, S. G. Gindikin [5] has proved that the right-hand side of (3) converges

only if this condition on a is satisfied. The proof of the lemma is complete.
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Remark. The necessary and sufficient condition on a given in Lemma 1.2.3

contradicts a statement of R. Coifman and R. Rochberg (Lemma 2.2 of [4]). Even in

the particular case of the tube over the spherical cone of R", n > 3 (cone of rank

two), the condition a > 0 given by those authors was proved before to be insuffi-

cient (cf. [2 and 3]).

We shall also use Lemma 2.3 of [4]:

Lemma 1.2.5. d denotes the Bergman distance in D. There exists a constant CD such

that for any two points f and f0 in D satisfying d(l, f0) < 10 and for any z in D, the

following inequality holds:

\B($,z)/B(£0,z)-l\^cDd($,$0)-

II. The dual or A1 and Bloch functions

In the following, p denotes a vector of N' whose coordinates p, j = 1,...,/,

satisfy two conditions:

(i)Pi > P2 > ■■■ > Pi-i > P/= i;
(ii) (X*)p = n'=1X7P' is a polynomial of X g R";

according to the terminology in [5], a vector p satisfying property (ii) is said to be

F-integral, and for any cone V of rank / an example of a F-integral vector is
p = (2/-2,2/"3,...,2,l,l).

We shall denote by 31 the differential polynomial in C" that possesses the

property

(4) 3t:¡exp((X,zx)) = (X*)pexp((X,zx)),       zx G C".

Referring to [5], 0t is a Riemann-Liouville differential operator of D c C" xC",

Let r be a vector of N' satisfying the following two conditions (the notations are

those introduced in section 1.2):

(iii) (X*)rp is a polynomial of X g R"; i.e., rp is also a K-integral vector;

(iv) rp > m/2.

Let 3> = 3tr denote the differential polynomial in C" that possesses the following

property:

9Si exp«X, zx)) = (X*)rpexp«X, zx)),       z, g C".

In other words, 3) is the Riemann-Liouville differential operator of D obtained by

iterating á? r times.

Now, fix two such vectors p and r; the corresponding Bloch space 38 = 38pr of D

is defined as follows. A holomorphic function g in D is said to be a Bloch function

if it satisfies

11*11* = suP {\^,lg(z)\B-rpA-2d+<l)(z,z))i < +00.
(r,,;2)eDcC"xCA/

Let  jV= (gG//(D):  @,tg(z) = 0); the Bloch space 3S = 38pr of D is the

quotient space {Bloch functions}//K\

The Bloch space 38 = 38p r possesses the following property:

Proposition II.1. Under the quotient norm induced by || ||», the Bloch space

38 = 38p r of D is a Banach space.
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The proof of this proposition essentially relies on the following lemma [7, p. 477]:

Lemma II.1. For any holomorphic function h(zx, z2) in D c C" c C^, there exists

a holomorphic function f(zx, z2) such that S), f = h.

We next prove the following theorem:

Theorem II.1. For any vectors p and r in N1 satisfying conditions (i)-(iv), the dual

of the Bergman space A1(D) coincides with the Bloch space 38 = 38p r of D.

Proof. It is easy to prove that the Bloch space 98 r of D coincides with a

subspace of the dual of A1(D). This is done as follows: any element g of ¿%p ,

defines an element L of the dual of A1(D) by

/(/)=/ ^g(z)f(z)B-^-2d+"\z,z)dv(z),       f*A\D)
■>D

and the conclusion follows from the easily proved inequality ||L|| < ||g||*.

Conversely, let us prove that any element L of the dual of A1(D) can be

represented by an element g of 98pr. First, by the Hahn-Banach theorem, there

exists a bounded function b in D such that for any/ in Al(D), L(f) = jDbfdv.

Secondly, in view of the condition rp > m/2 and of Lemma 1.2.3, we can assign

to this function b the holomorphic function G defined in D by

G(0= ( B1 + ̂ -2d+"^,z)b(z)dv(z);
JD

G satisfies the estimate

(•) sup{|G(n|5-rp/(-2'+?U0}<C||/3|U

and yields an element U of the dual of AX(D) defined by

L'(f) = CÍ G(t)f(t)B-^-2d+«\r,t)dv(S).
JD

Now, it follows from the Fubini theorem that

/'(/) = CJ If B1 + ">^-ld+«)(S,z)f(r)B-r>A-2d+«\S,r)dv(r)\b(z)dv(z).

We then conclude, in view of the reproducing formula

f B1+'p«-2d+^z)KS)B-rpA-2d+',)(S>ndvU) - C-lf(z),

that the linear functionals L and L' coincide on AX(D).

Finally, the linear functional L on Al(D) can be represented by the element g of

the Bloch space 98 = 98p r defined as follows: by Lemma II.l and using the estimate

(*) for G, take g to be the equivalence class of all holomorphic solutions to the

equation

2>:¿(z) = CG(z),       z = (zx, z2) G D c C" X C*.

Also, ||g||* < CII/JII^. The proof of Theorem II.l is complete.
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Remark. Bloch spaces can be defined exactly in the same way on homogeneous

but nonsymmetric Siegel domains of type II associated with a self-conjugate cone.

Furthermore, the argument in the proof of Theorem II.1 leads to the same conclu-

sion in such a domain because all results we need from the first chapter are still

valid. Concerning the existence of such domains, let us recall that the "historical"

example of a homogeneous but nonsymmetric Siegel domain of type II, due to

Pyateckii-Shapiro (in his solution to E. Cartan's problem about the existence of

bounded homogeneous but nonsymmetric domains; cf. [8, p. 269]) is associated with

the (self-conjugate) spherical cone of R3.

III. The Bergman projection of Lx.

In this chapter, D again denotes a symmetric Siegel domain of type II contained

in C" X C". The Bergman projection 3® of D is the orthogonal projection of L2(dv)

onto the subspace A2(D) of L2(dv) consisting of holomorphic functions; for any <p

in L2(dv), ä^cp is given by the integral formula

(5) ¿Mf)= f B(t,z)<p(z)dv(z),^D,
JD

where B denotes the Bergman kernel of D, explicitly given in (1) and (2). However,

since by Lemma 1.2.3, the kernel B($,z) does not belong to Ll(dv(z)), f g D,

expression (5) does not make sense when <p is any bounded function in D.

In the following, we fix two vectors p and r in N', satisfying conditions (i)-(iv)

introduced at the beginning of Chapter II and 38 = 38p r denotes the corresponding

Bloch space.

Our next concern is to define an operator / from LX(D) into the Bloch space 38

that satisfies the following two properties:

Io The image Pb in 98 of a function <p g (Lx n L2)(D) can be represented by

the function ¿Pep defined in (5): for this reason, we shall also call this new operator

P the "Bergman projection";

2° The "Bergman projection" P is a bounded operator from L°° onto 38, and,

consequently, the dual of the Bergman space A1 (the Bloch space 38) coincides with

the "Bergman projection" PL00 of L00.

Let b be a bounded function in D. In the proof of Theorem II.1, we assigned to b

a holomorphic function G defined in D by

G(S) = C[ B1 + r^-2J+«)($,z)b(z)dv(z),        fGZ),
JD

and the equivalence class g in the Bloch space 38, consisting of all holomorphic

solutions g of the differential equation

®ug{S) = G(t),       ? = (i1,f2)Gi)cC"xCi',

The operator P from L°° into 98, which assigns g to b, will be called the "Bergman

projection" in view of the following lemma:

Lemma III.l. For any tp in (Lx n L2)(D), the element Pq> of the Bloch space 98

can be represented by the function ¿P<p defined in (5).
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Proof. This follows immediately from the equality

(6) ®rB(t,z) = CBl + r>A-2d+i\ï,z),       f = (f1,f2)G/)cC"xCv.

It was already shown that P is a bounded operator from L°° into 98; we now

prove that P is onto. More precisely, we show that any element g of 98 is the

Bergman projection Pb of a bounded function b defined by

b(z) = @:¡g(z)B-rpA-i'<+i)(ZyZ),       z = (Zi,z2)g/»c C"X C*.

This is an immediate consequence of the following proposition:

Proposition III.l. For any holomorphic function G in D satisfying the estimate

(*) snp{\G(z)\B-r^-2d+")(z,z)} < +00,

the following equality holds:

(7) G($)=C( G(z)B-r»^-2d+«)(z,z)Bï + r^-2d+'>)(Ç,z)dv(z).

Proof. This proposition will be proved in an equivalent form on a bounded

realization of D. We need the following lemma:

Lemma III.2. Every symmetric Siegel domain of type II contained in CM is

biholomorphic to a bounded domain fi which possesses the following property: if

z = (zx,...,zM) is a point of £2, then for any complex numbers a- satisfying |a -| < 1,

j = \,...,M, (axzx,...,aMzM) is also a point of fi (Í2 is said to be a bounded

"circular" domain).

Furthermore, let BU(Ç, z) denote the Bergman kernel of Q; there exists a nonzero

constant cn such that Bü(0, z) = Ca.

The first part of the lemma was proved by A. Koranyi and J. A. Wolff in [6]. The

second part is contained in the proof of Lemma 2.3 of [4] (Lemma 1.2.5 above); that

proof, due to Koranyi, uses all of Lemma III.2.

We can now begin the proof of Proposition III.l. Let $ denote a biholomorphic

transformation of a bounded circular domain fi, associated with D by Lemma III.2,

onto D, which assigns to the origin 0 the point e = (ex, e2) of D c C" X CN, whose

components are (e,)^ = 1, (ex)jk = 0 when j < k and e2 = 0.

This transformation 0 yields the following relation between the respective Berg-

man kernels BD and Ba of the domains D and ß:

BaU',z') = BD(9(nM*'))[J*{n][j*<7)l
where J<b(w) denotes the jacobian of $ at the point w of 52. When one puts z' = 0

in this relation, it follows from the second part of Lemma III.2 that /$(D =

CBnl($(Ç'), e); furthermore, according to the notations introduced in section 1.2, we

set

[/$(D]a=Ca5D«(<I>(r),e)

and

bm'.z') = B«D(<i>(nMz'))[-i*(n}a[j*u7)}a.
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By means of the biholomorphic transformation ¥ = $ \ it is then easy to check

that Proposition III.l is equivalent to the following result:

Proposition III.2. For any holomorphic function G in S2 satisfying the estimate

snp{\G(z')\B^-2d^\z\z')\JHz')\2rpA'2d+q^ < +00,
:'eQ v '

the following equality holds:

G(r)[/$(r)]1+rp/<~2'/+<?)

= cf G(z')UHz')Y+rpA-2J+q)
Ja

■B¡í+rpA-2d+q)(C',z')BslrpA-2d+q)(z',z')dv(z'),        T g O.

Proof of Proposition III.2. With respect to the measure B'DrpA~2d+q\z, z) dv(z)

the Bergman kernel of D is CB1D+rpA-2d+q)(^ z). Carrying ourselves onto ñ by

using the biholomorphic transformation ^ = O"1, we easily deduce that with respect

to   the   measure   B^rpA'2d+q)(z', z') dv(z'),   the   Bergman   kernel   of   fi   is
Cß1+rf>/(-2d+q)(yi   z'\

It now suffices to prove that the function G(z')[J^(z')]1 + rpA-2d+q) is integrable

in D with respect to the measure B^rpA'2d+q)(z', z') dv(z').

Since we assume that the function G(z'){J^(z')]2rpA-2d+q)B¿rpA-2d+q)(z', z') is

bounded in ñ, it is enough to prove the following lemma:

Lemma III.3. Ja\J^(z')\1-rpA~2d+q) dv(z') < +00.

Proof of Lemma III.3. Put ^ = O"1; the assertion in the lemma is equivalent in

D to the estimate

/*    I   !<!,/     \ ^+'-f,/(-2d+q)        ,    v
1   \J<V(z) I dv(z) < +00.

J n

The desired conclusion then follows from Lemma 1.2.3 because J^(z) = CBD(e, z)

and rp > m/2. The proof of Lemma III.3 is complete, and Propositions III.2 and

III.l are thus entirely proved.

Remark. In view of Proposition III.l, under the measure B~rpA~2d+q)(z, z)dv(z)

the Bergman kernel of D does not only reproduce functions in Bergman spaces Ap,

but also those holomorphic functions in D, satisfying the uniform estimate (*). This

property is trivial on bounded domains and seems to be new concerning unbounded

domains; however, in this case, unlike the bounded domains, the meaning of the

right-hand side of (7) requires the presence of a weight.

We have just proved that the Bergman projection / of D is bounded from L°°

onto the Bloch space 38. Furthermore, if R denotes the operator defined in 38 with

values in L°° that assigns to an element g of 38 the bounded function

Rg(z) = ^g(z)B-rpA-2d+q)(z,z),       z = (z1,z2)gDc C" X CN,

R is a "continuous right inverse" of P, i.e., PR = Id^.
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The following theorem comes as a summary of this chapter:

Theorem III.l. Let D be a symmetric Siegel domain of type II.

Io The Bergman projection P of D is a bounded operator from L°° onto the Bloch

space 38; furthermore, P possesses a continuous right inverse R: 38 -» L00;

2° Consequently, the dual of the Bergman space A1 (the Bloch space 98) can be

realized as the Bergman projection of Lx.

Remarks. Io At the end of the second chapter, we noticed that the dual of A1 still

coincides with the Bloch space in any homogeneous, but nonsymmetric Siegel

domain of type II, associated with a self-conjugate cone. In such a domain, the

Bergman projection can be defined exactly in the same way as an operator from L°°

into 98. The question therefore arises whether Theorem III.l can be extended to this

type of domain; a relevant problem would be to find a substitute for Lemma III.2.

2° Unlike the particular cases of the Cayley transform of the unit ball and of the

tube over the spherical cone, respectively studied in [1 and 3], we have not defined

here the Bergman projection P of Lx as an integral operator associated with a

kernel. The problem of determining a defining kernel for / will be considered in a

forthcoming paper.
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